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1 1 . Complete orgonometric equotions: CA x.y 4  a.b.c.d) 

In the orgonometric form (l4),i the functional identity with respect to the 

CFP of two paired variations is symbolized by +. a -j- b with respcct to x, c -f- d 

with respect of y, and x f y with respect to A. We call this equation "incom-

plete" since, orgonometrically, it contains mcrely the qualitative vartations 
from A. No quantitative relationships among the constituents have as yet 
cntered into the equation. 

We shall call an orgonometric equation "complete" when it describes both 
the qualitativo and the quantitative properties or functions of a natural proc-
css ar a well-defined realm of functioning. We designate the symhol 4' to 
indicate orgonometric completeness. The orgonometric form (14), if com-

plete, musa accordingly be written 

  

• This is rhe Seco n d in a series of articies ore "Orgonomerrie Equation." hy Wilhelm Reich. 

The first, "Orgonometrie equations: I. General foros,-  aporarril in the Orgoric EnerRst Brelfetims, 

October, 1950, pp. 161-183. The numbering of the %teflon rides follows ronsecutively from the 

first arfielc. 

1 C/. Reieh: "Orgonumerric equations: 1. General form." Prenote Energy ihdirrin, October, 

1950, p. 173. 
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A 
x ; 

This expression tens us that a, b, c and d are the numerical as well as the 
functional constituents of their CFP A. 

It wiii be shown later that in certain instantes the numerical valuc of their 
eia A equals the numerical product of x and y, and, therefore, also the prod-
uct of the numerical va]ues of a, b, c and d. Instead of (22), we can also write: 

A + x.y #a.b.e.d 	 (23) 

In this functional operation we have integrated complete!),  an orgonometric 
equatiun (A -f- x.y f a.b.r.d) with an algebraic equation (A = x.y • = 

a.b.c.d). The syinhol 	direcriy expresses this integration of + and =. 
The following example may help to ciarify this operation: 
An owner of horses makes an agreement with an owner of sheep to 

exchange horses for sheep. We can express this exchangc in terms of func-
tional qualities as well as numerical quantities. 

Quantitativelv the agreement may, say, stipulate that 10 horses should be 
exchanged for 100 sheep. Accordingty, if x designares horses and y shcep, 
10x = 100y or x = 10y. 

The quality of the ohlects of exchange did not enter the decisive operation. 
It is of no interest whatsoever to the farmer in what manner horses and sheep 
are related to each other qualitative!),  or funcrionaIly. Ir is solely a certain 
numerical value for horses and sheep which determines the ratio of exchange. 
Neither does it matter for what specific reason the one farmer needs sheep 
and the other horses. lt may be that the horse owner prefers to eat mutton, or 
that the sheep owner needs horses to puli plows or carts. These are functional 
considerations which do not cnter the actual exchange; they only motivate it. 

Quantitatively, the two farmers are only interested that each horse be 
exchanged against 10 sheep. Scientifically, this is controlled either by sub-
traction: x — 10y = O, or by division of x/10y = 1. Expressed differendy, one 
whole sheep equals quantitatively one-tcnth of a horse. 

Functionallv, however, a horse cannot be cut up into ten separate pieces 
nor can one-tenth of a cut-up horse, no matter how accurately divided, pull 
a plow ar a cart. This functional quality, concealeci in the exchangc, already 
qualifies the deal between the two farmers. Here the motive of the exchange 
enters the operation. If the sheep owner nceds 1 ar 10 horses for pulling 
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plows, he must give away 10 ar I00 sheep, respectively. Otherwise, the horse 

is of no use to him. If he is merely interested in getting a horse because he 
likcs to eat horse mear and not mutton for a change, he is again Sound to 
deliver 10 ar 100 sheep, since the horse owner wan't know what to do with 
a cut-up, dead, nine-tenths remainder aí a formerly ative horse. Such an 
operation would be possible with dead matter which can, in most practical 
cases, bc divided mechanically. h is meaningless in dealing with living things. 

Thus, thc functional, qualitative elernent entered the quantitative opera-
time The basic reason for the impossibility of exchanging one-tenrh ai a 

horse for 1 sheep is the living functional quality, in other wurds, the func-

tional totality or indivisible unity ai a horse ar a sheep. Only in one case can 
the horse be cut up into piem and be exchanged against sheep at the rate of 
one-tenth to 1, and that is if both farmers want dead animais to obtain their 
mear to eat. Here the functional quality of totality ar integrated organismic 

unity disappears cntirely. 
But as long as functional, i.e., work-producing integrated systems are 

needed, the orgonornic principie of the integrated CFP roles; not only in the 
exchange cif horses against sheep, but also in the exchange ai any commodiry 
which serves a specific total function such as a dynamo ar an automobile. 
We could not with any apparenr reason exchange thc coil system from a 
dynamo for the detached steering assembiy of an automobile. In this respect 
the non-living dynamo and the automobile are fully comparahle to a horse ar 
sheep as a total organism, integrated from a certain interplay of functional 

constituents. 
The qualitative function of the total machine ar animal is what distin-

guishes it from the merely quantitative numerical value. And it is this 
functional quality which is expressed in our symbol +. Here we do not, to 

begin with, equate a certain number of horses with a certain number of 
sheep. To begin with, we are not interested in numbers ar in exchange of 
equal quantities. We are interested primarily in what a horse x, as a living 
being, has in common, no matter whether 10 ar a 1000, with a sheep, y, no 

matter how many: x y. The CFP of horses and sheep that intcrests us may 
bc that both are capable of propagarion ar that both can perform useful ¡obs. 
the horse pulling a can and the sheep grazing off a piece of hay-growing land. 

There are other functions comprised in the CFP 01 horses and sheep: Both 
ruo cm four legs, have a volte, two eyes, one mouth. These elemcnts may be 
of some scientific interest as in classifying biology. These constituenrs unite ar 

(22) 

1 1 
01 
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integrate limes and sheep, no mane( how many, imo one functional reabri 
whatever we may narre it. 

It is now this commor, functional quality (cFp) of two variations which 
we integrate with certain numerical values if we write the complete orgono- 
metric equation: A 	x.y 	a.b.c.d. For example, we may, after having 
determined the CFP of horses and sheep and some of their variations, be 
interested in learning how many sheep weigh the same as 100 horses. In 
other words, we investigate quantitatively their common relation to the pull 
of gravity. 

The complete orgonometric equation will prove its great value in future 
astrophysical studies. There, the numerical harmony and idcntity of certain 
functionally integrated systems, like the planets, will be of paramount impor-
lance. But first we have to build up the logical sequente of our thought 
operations. Severa! basic thought operations will be required to bridge, finally, 
the gap between the qualitative and the quantitative in natural-scientific 
thinking. 

12. Orgonometric setting of algebraic equations: "Suspended" 
equations: E 

(23) represents the algebraic setting of a "complete" orgonometric equa-
tion. (22) represents one "suspended" forni of the same equation. In its 
suspended form the orgonometric equation has not yet been dissolved alge-
braically; it is being kept "pending." The function of keeping equations 
pending is ro define their factual, qualitative. setting. In the algebraic setting 
of orgonometric equations, we prepare for the numerical solution of the 
equation. In the functional, suspended setting of algebraic equations we 
prepare for the determination of the functional interrelations of the con-
stituents. There is only une final way of writing algebraic equations aIthough 
we can shift the members from right to left and vice versa. There are several 
final ways of writing a suspended orgonometric equation. Form (23) can be 
set in the following ways: 

(23a)  

(23b)  
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x+-4  
A Y 

(23c) 

x +-4  
A 

Y 	
(23d) 

Thcsc examples may suffice. 
Let us now dissolve a well-known algebraic equation functionally and 

write ir up orgonometrically. In consideration of the future solution of some 
concrete orgonometric problems, we choose the algebraic equation for me-
chanical energy, E = mf.t 2. This algebraic form does not te!! us anything 

about the kind of energy in question. lt describes the energy in the action of 
a levei just as it describes the energy in rotary motion. Neither does it reveal 
anything about the inner functional, qualitative meaning of the specific inter-
relation between the constituents of the equation. Nor does it contais any 
comprehensible reiationship whatsoever between E, i.e. "motion," on the 

left side of the equation and its quantitative transformation into a product of 

mass, length (both are static!) and time on the right side. Yet the algebraic 
formula is somehow functional. We can build bridges and hoist heavy toads 
according to its numerical values. But in its algebraic form it contains nothing 
about its functioning and its alive practical validity. The functions remain 
hidden. 

The functional meaning of algebraic equations, such as that of mechanical 
energy, can he made accessible if we write them up orgonometrically and 
keep them "suspended." The given practical example admits of the follow-
ing possibilities which now are to be tested: 

Wc suspend E into its constituents thus: 

E + 	 (24) 

and keep it suspended until the functional settings are accomplished. 
In the process of the orgonometric formulation of the algebraic equation 

many problems arise which have remained hidden in the merely quantitative 
setting. We transform the rigid algebraic form into a fluid functional equa-
tion. This orgonometric form permits us ro vary the settings according to 
a'ifierent functional meanings without changing the one numerical value. 

Mechanical energy, E, in the classical sense may he assumed to be the 
product of impulse, p, and velocity, c: E = p.c. The impulse, p, is defined as 



1 

1
1 
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mass, m, moving with a certain speed, c: p = m.c. Velocity, c. is defined as 
distante traversed, I, divided through time, t: c = 	We write orgono- 
metrically: 

E =.
m1.1-' +4 7=  "_, 

-"" 

	 (24a) 

This forre of suspension can be comprehensibly transiated into words: 
An impulse is not given by resting ar inert, hut only by moving (c) mau 
(m): (p = m.c). ÊNE.acy or woput rs given if moving mass (m.r) is paired 
with a certain velocity (c). Titus, the doubk representation cif velocity, 
movernent, in the equation for work 4  energy is weli defined. In this special 
case the paired constituents of energy are impulse and velocity, in other 
words, MOVING IMPULSES (E = p.e). 

73. True and false equations 

The orgonometric form (24a) representa an actual, real function which 
can be visualized and comprehended: Impulses (p) moving in space (c) in 
continuous sequence. lt is a tare equation. (The closer the sequences of 
impulses, the more does the rnovement approach the forni of continuous 
linear motion.) 

Let us nnw change the orgonometric setting into 

E= m.1.1.f irl  
Lr'. -1  

J-2  

Here the function cif energy or work is constituted first by inert mass (m) 
paired with length (1), and second by length (1) paired with the inverse rabo 
of time squared 

This setting does no( seem to divulge any actual, fumai meaning. Resting, 
inert mass has no rclationship whatsoever to length. There is no bridge of a 
comprehensible nature between inert mau and static length. Nevertheless, 
the algebraic equation of energy would correctly dissolve to zero if numerical 
values were given to its constituents. E would, in the mechanistic sense, law-
Lily be the numerical product of the factual values of m, and t as in (24a). 
Yet there would be no functional meaning in this equation whatsoever. 

From here onward we shall term equations which are lawful numerically, 
but are meaningless functionaiiy: FALSE EQUA7IONS.  
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The main difference berween TRUE and Pra se equation is the presence ar 

absence cif a functional, factual, and comprehensible interrelation cif the 

constituents. 
These are strict requirements, endowed with the quality cif LAWFULNESS, 

if orgonometry is to fulfill its task according to orgonometric form (19). 
It is required that quality and quantity, factual function and number, observer 

and observcd, be identical in a CFP. 

December, 1950 

(To be continued) 

If science is pior w degencrate into a mcdley of ad hoc hypothetes. ir 
muss 	. entes opor; c thorough craidsra of its Dum foundations. 

—A. N. WHITEHF.AD  

mi +.4  
(24b) 
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Projeto Arte Org 
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich 
 
Caro Leitor 
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão 
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam. 
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em 
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia 
de 1941 a 1957. 
 
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor. 
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945). 
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953) 
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)  
 
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-
los por assunto ou temas. 
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse. 
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web. 
 
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich 
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich. 
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola 
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restri-
ções. 
 
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.  
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar. 
 
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org. 
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Textos da área do funcionalismo orgonômico 
 
Texts from the area of Orgonomic Functionalism. 
---------------------- 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research 

 
----------------------- 
Orgonomic Functionalism 
----------------------- 
 
01 Theodore P.Wofe. The Sex-Economic Concept of Psychosomatic Indentity and Antithesis 1942 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942 
Interval 38-59 Pag. 33-54 
 
02 Wilhelm Reich. Biophysical Functionalismo and Mechanistic Natural Science 1941 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942 
Interval 1-11 Pag. 97-107 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich. Orgonotic Pulsation I 1944 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944 
Interval 1-54 Pag. 97-150  
 
04 Wilhelm Reich. The Living Productive Power, Working Power of Karl Marx (1936) 1944 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944 
Interval 55-68 Pag. 151-164 
 
05 R. H. Attkin. Mechanistic Thinking as the Original Sin 1947 
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947 
Interval 51-54 Pag. 95-101-------------------------------- 
-------------------------------- 
Orgone Energy Bulletin 
------------------------------- 
-------------------------- 
Orgonomic Functionalism 
-------------------------- 
 
01 Wilhelm Reich Cosmic Energy and Ether 1949 
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949 
Interval 3-11 Pag. 143-159 
 
02 Notes Editorial. Basic Natural-Scientific Research 1949 
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949 
Interval 24-24 Pag. 184-185 
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03 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II A 1947 
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950 
Interval 3-10 Pag. 1-15 
 
 
04 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II B 1947 
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950 
Interval 3-10 Pag. 49-62 
 
05 Communications. Psychology and Natural Science 1950 
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950 
Interval 23-24 Pag. 88-90 
 
06 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II C 1947 
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950 
Interval 4-17 Pag. 99-123 
 
07 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I A. General Form 1949 
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950 
Interval 5-16 Pag. 161-183 
 
08 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I B. Complete 1950 
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951 
Interval 4-7 Pag. 65-71 
 
09 R. H. Atkin. Mathematical Questiones Without Answers 1951 
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951 
Interval 25-27 Pag. 106-110 
 
10 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II D 1947 
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952 
Interval 2-8 Pag. 1-12 
 
11 Charles R. Keller. Causality and Freedom A funcional Analysis 1952 
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952 
Interval 20-23 Pag. 37-43 
 
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II E 1947 
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952 
Interval 11-16 Pag. 186-196 
------------------------------- 
------------------------------- 
 
-------------------- 
Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism 
------------------- 
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01 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism A 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 6-20 Pag. 1-29 
 
02 Wilhelm Reich The Biological Revolution from Homo Normalis to the Child of the Future 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 21-43 Pag. 30-74 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich A Note on Sympathetic Understanding. 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 43-47 Pag. 75-82 
 
04 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer A 1952 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 47-55 Pag. 83-99 
 
05 Wilhelm Reich Functional Thinking 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 56-62 Pag. 100-112 
 
06 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism B 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 4-15 Pag. 1-23 
 
07 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer B 1952 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 16-20 Pag. 24-33 
 
08 Wilhelm Reich Wrong Thinking Kills 1936 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 21-25 Pag. 34-43 
 
09 Wilhelm Reich On Using The Atomic Bomb 1945 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 26-28 Pag. 44-49 
 
10 Wilhelm Reich Mans Roots In Nature 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 29-41 Pag. 50-74 
 
11 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism C 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19 
 
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 A 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
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Interval 14-35 Pag. 20-63 
 
13 Wilhelm Reich The Evvasiveness of Homo Normalis 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
Interval 36-49 Pag. 64-91 
 
14 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism D 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-18 
 
15 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 B 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 13-24 Pag. 19-40 
 
16 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Functions in Weather Formation 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 24-29 Pag. 41-51 
 
17 Wilhelm Reich The Attitude of Mechanistic Natural Science to the Life Problem 1941 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 30-35 Pag. 52-63 
 
18 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature A 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19 
 
19 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 C 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 14-26 Pag. 20-44 
 
20 Wilhelm Reich Parents as Educators 1926 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 26-37 Pag. 45-66 
 
21 Wilhelm Reich Open Season on Truth 1942 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 37-48 Pag. 67-88 
 
22 Wilhelm Reich The Fundamental Problem of Form 1935 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 48-48 Pag. 89-89 
 
23 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature B 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 4-14 Pag. 1-21 
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24 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation D 1944 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 15-21 Pag. 22-35 
 
25 Wilhelm Reich Desert Development and Emotional Dedness 1953 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 22-29 Pag. 36-50 
 
26 Wilhelm Reich Process Of Integration in the Newborn and the Schizophrenic 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 29-39 Pag. 51-71 
 
27 Wilhelm Reich The Meaning of Disposition to Disease 1944 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 40-41 Pag. 72-75 
 
28 Wilhelm Reich The Difficulty 1948 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 42-42 Pag. 76-76 
----------------- 
-------------------------- 
 
--------- 
CORE. 
----------------- 
-------------------------- 
Orgonomic Functionalism 
-------------------------- 
 
01 Robert A. McCullough. Rocky Road Toward Functionalism 1955 
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955 
Interval 26-31 Pag. 144-154 
 
 




